Ojha Holidays Tours & Treks Pvt. Ltd.
E-mail: info@kailashtour.net
Tel: +977 - 1- 4484404
Fax: +977- 9721532816

Mobile: + 977- 9851092634 / 9851019668

BOOKING FORM for MT. KAILASH - MANSAROVAR YATRA 2013
I wish to participate in the Kailash Pilgrimage tour and would like to send required details.
Full Name:…………………………………………………………..……………………...…………………
(Full name as per passport)
Sex: ……………………… Status: ....................................................................................
Postal Address: …………………………………………………………………………………….………….……
Home Tel:……………………..Business Tel:………..……………..……….… Mobile: ………..…………......…
E-Mail: ……………………………………………………………….Nationality: .......…………..………………..
Occupation: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Passport No:…..………………………. Date of Issue………….……….. Place of Issue.... …….……………….
* must send scanned copy of your passport by e-mail or fax.
Validity/Expiry: ……………………. Date of Birth: (as per passport)……………………...………………..……
DEPARTUER DATE: …………………..2013
Cash/Cheque/Bank Draft No………………… Date………………
(Ignore this if you have already made advance payment)
Risk: Trip to Mt. Kailash/ Mansarover is for the cause of Pilgrimage. This is an adventure travel into a remote
Himalayan Destination with alien weather & geographical conditions; unpredictable weather in Himalayas
sometimes requires change in the tour program/tour routing. Tourism infrastructure in Tibet area is under developed,
road condition/lodges etc. during journey are very basic, so kindly be prepared for a rough tough time for the
Journey of a life time to Holy Kailash/Mansarover for spiritual enlightenment.

Envisaging the hardships of Holy Yatra it is highly recommended to undertake medical insurance
policy to cover the risk of any unforeseen Medical expenses.
Liability: Every care would be taken to extend the best possible services to make the pilgrim’s stay & travel as
comfortable as possible but considering the nature of Yatra it is requested not to expect the impeccable services as
some unforeseen & uncontrollable factors like Political, Natural & Medical etc. can change the course of Yatra. No
claim would be entertained for any unutilized services due to any unforeseen circumstances, so Ojha Holidays
Tours & Treks Pvt. Ltd. and it’s principal supplier or subagent would not be responsible for any Liability.
Declaration:
I…………………………………………………………........declare that I have gone through & understood the
complete contents mentioned above. I understand that Holy Mt. Kailash/Mansarover Yatra is a trekking expedition
involving high altitude, poor infrastructure & inhospitable condition which may involve physical/mental or financial
risk to the Yatris & their belongings. I am undertaking the Yatra at my cost & risk & Ojha Holidays Tours &
Treks Pvt. Ltd. Would not be responsible for any consequences during the total program period.
Date: ………………………

Signature:

Place:…………………………….....

Full Name:

